
FLINT HI-FLOOR AND CONTINUUM BY FLINT enable the fitting of combination flooring systems in which the two surfaces join to achieve complete visual 
continuity. To suit different needs within a space, FLINT HI-FLOOR and CONTINUUM BY FLINT can be fitted in different adjacent areas, resulting in 
imperceptible transitions between the two types of flooring. 
 
FLINT HI-FLOOR is 100% waterproof and ideal for fitting in wet areas or spaces that require thorough cleaning, such as bathrooms, kitchens, wellness 
spas, fitness centres, etc. 
These types of spaces often have adjacent areas that do not require 100% waterproof protection, such as dining rooms, lounges, bedrooms and utility 
rooms – spaces in which CONTINUUM BY FLINT can offer the same surface wear resistance. 
Two technical flooring systems with different properties but the same aesthetic and complete continuity of fitting. 

It is necessary to use Primary Underlay in both the 
FLINT HI-FLOOR and CONTINUUM BY FLINT 
sections. 
Start by fitting the FLINT HI-FLOOR section, using 
the Levelling Underlay (Ref. 088002.20002) on top 
of the Primary Underlay (Ref. 088001.10002) to 
enable the difference in the thickness of the panels 
to be levelled.  
 
Then follow the general fitting instructions 
supplied with the product. 
Finish fitting the FLINT HI-FLOOR section and, 
starting from the end panels that mark the 
boundary between the two areas, begin fitting the 
CONTINUUM BY FLINT flooring. 
 
CONTINUUM BY FLINT panels easily attach to FLINT 
HI-FLOOR panels as they feature the same manual 
clicking system. Finish fitting the CONTINUUM BY 
FLINT floor section following the general 
instructions supplied with the product. 

To achieve complete visual continuity of the two surfaces, we 
recommend an arrangement in which the panels are joined along their 
long sides. This ensures that the join between the panels using the 
clicking system is imperceptible. 
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When attaching CONTINUUM BY FLINT panels to FLINT HI-FLOOR panels, make sure that the male and female elements fit correctly before applying 
tension. Failure to do so properly could result in damage to the CONTINUUM BY FLINT panel as it is made from a softer material than the FLINT HI-FLOOR. 
It is important to bear in mind that the floors have different degrees of hardness. 

If, instead, you opt for joining the panels along their short sides, make 
sure that a small expansion gap is left between them. This can be covered 
later with a FLINT transition joint, available in the same finishes as the 
flooring for complete visual integration. 


